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1 Introduction
RPOO [8] is a Petri-net based object-oriented modeling language. It can be
seen either as an object-oriented extension for high-level Petri nets or as a way
to give formal concurrent semantics for object-oriented models. In practice, it
allows object-oriented decomposition of complex high-level Petri nets models.
The main diﬀerence between RPOO and other object-oriented extensions for
Petri nets is that RPOO stresses semantic composition instead of syntactical
integration. Based on this idea, composition of smaller Petri nets is achieved
by means of object-oriented semantic mechanisms, instead of the conventional
hierarchical ones [8]. These characteristics make RPOO easier to use in object-
oriented real world projects.
RPOO has been successfully applied to the modeling of several systems.
Some of these applications had academic purposes [8,15] whereas others aimed
at testing the formalism by using it to model, simulate and/or verify real
world systems [4,5]. A comprehensive case study was conducted in order
to model and analyze the Mobile IP protocol [13], a standard that provides
mechanisms for keeping connectivity of mobile hosts that migrate through
diﬀerent networks.
RPOO proved to be suitable for the modeling and analysis of communi-
cation protocols, including those with mobility features. However, it lacks
explicit mechanisms to cope with time. The ﬁrst evidence of the need for a
timed extension occurred during the modeling of the Mobile IP protocol [5].
Many of the protocol features included time constraints: for instance, resend-
ing a request after a timeout has elapsed. During the analysis of the protocol,
some timing properties were veriﬁed. For example: in order to stay connected
after migrations, one of the operations a mobile host must perform is to obtain
an IP address local to each network it visits. For a number of security reasons,
the protocol deﬁnes that this address must be valid only in a given frame of
time. RPOO models can easily address the fact that this local address must
not be hold indeﬁnitely, but they cannot do the same about mobile nodes
keeping the address for a speciﬁc amount of time.
Moreover, in such a sort of protocols like the Mobile IP, there is a lot of in-
terest in measuring performance considering diﬀerent scenarios. For instance,
it would be necessary to evaluate data loss during migration. Since it is not
possible to explicitly express timing aspects in the RPOO models, it is not
straightforward to perform time constrained functionalities analysis.
This way, we could not express in our RPOO models for Mobile IP such
timed features and its validation did not include performance measures and
time constrained functionalities analysis.
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In order to model (and analyze) these functionalities and measure perfor-
mance, it is necessary to create extra classes (nets) to cope with time. All
the actions including time parameters should then be connected with these
classes. Changing time during simulations requires a complete synchroniza-
tion between the classes created to model time and all the remaining classes.
This is necessary to guarantee that there is no possible action to be executed
in the current time. With these modeling problems, analysis would be diﬃ-
cult and error prone, since the RPOO modeler should also validate his time
strategy. Thus, we can say that, in practice, RPOO language cannot model
this kind of feature.
A timed extension is necessary to properly deal with these problems. Since
RPOO models have both the OO and the Petri nets perspectives, the deﬁnition
of such extension must consider timing schemes for each one of them.
Over the last decade many valuable timed OO models were proposed, many
of them extending UML. UML-RT, as presented by Kruger [11], brings some
real-time modeling related features from the ROOM language [16] to UML
in order to make it more suitable for the modeling of systems having time
constrained functionalities. Shu gives formal semantics to UML statecharts
and formally veriﬁes the models by means of timed automata [17]. Real-
time UML is another extension of UML for real-time modeling and has the
Rhapsody tool to support it [2]. Experiences with Real-time Corba [12] were
also proposed and a number of other “non-UML” extensions [1,18] may be
found in the literature.
Concerning the Petri nets world, many diﬀerent models with time have
been deﬁned since the seventies. Many authors proposed to augment the mo-
del by considering delays and time intervals attached to Petri net structure ele-
ments like transitions, places and arcs [6]. Most of these models have proved to
be equivalent thought some authors claim that there are some non-equivalent
classes [3]. The earliest models were proposed over Place/Transition nets.
However, some authors also deﬁned temporization for High-level Petri nets.
Jensen [10] deﬁned the Timed Coloured Petri Nets (TCP-nets), a coloured
Petri net extension where typed tokens carry timestamps.
Most of the timed OO models were conceived for the modeling of real-time
systems, which present a considerable degree of concurrency and parallelism.
It seems that a lot of eﬀort was focused on giving OO models a semantic for
coping with such features. That justiﬁes the creation of elements like capsules,
bindings and ports in languages like ROOM and UML-RT. As a result, time
treatment, in most of the models, is reduced to the association of ﬁxed delays
between states in statecharts that describe objects internal activities (this is
not a good strategy to model time consuming interactions between objects).
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For Petri nets, the researchers focus on temporization. The original formalism
was already suitable to deal with concurrency and parallelism. This way, more
accurate strategies were proposed in the Petri nets world along three decades
of research on the subject.
The main objective of this work is to present an RPOO timing extension
to explicitly cope with time in RPOO models. In practice, it means that
the RPOO formalism can be used to model real-time systems as well as to
make performance evaluation. The central idea is to deﬁne a timing OO-level
strategy that can be used with the accurate timed models that are already
deﬁned for Petri nets. In this way, the OO models can inherit some of the
clever temporization aspects from the Petri nets world. As a gain, already
suggested by practical experiments [5], a RPOO extension is able to provide
time constrained functionality modeling and performance measure/analysis.
Currently, RPOO uses Coloured Petri nets (CP-nets [9]) for describing its
classes. The proposed extension aims at integrating the formalism with the
TCP-nets, in which tokens are timestamped and the models have a global
clock. For that purpose, a global clock was added to RPOO models, all the
messages exchanged between objects were timestamped and some transition
rules redeﬁned, taking both clock and timestamps under consideration. Thus,
the proposed timed extension to RPOO may also be seen as an OO extension
to TCP-nets.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 both RPOO
and RPOOt are informally introduced. A case study is presented in Section 3.
The analysis results from simulation of the case study models are shown in
Section 4. In Section 5 RPOO is formally deﬁned together with its main
semantics. The proposed timing extension is deﬁned in Section 6. Section 7
concludes the paper.
It is assumed that the reader has some elementary skills on timed Petri
nets and is familiar to basic OO concepts and syntax.
2 Informal Overview of RPOOt
RPOO models consist of a set of classes and their corresponding Petri nets.
Classes are described and can be related to each other just like UML classes.
The Petri nets describe the behavior of objects—there is exactly one net for
each class in the model. For this reason, an RPOO model can be obtained from
a class diagram. For each class, we have a CP-net to describe it. A variety of
RPOO actions (instantiate objects, call methods, destroy objects...) can be
performed by the objects and actions are depicted by transition inscriptions
in the CP-nets. An inscription may describe several actions and all the actions
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in an inscription are executed atomically. A set of atomically executed actions
is called an event.
In RPOO each object is a thread and interaction between two objects may
be asynchronous. This means that when an object a calls a method of (sends
a message to) object b in asynchronous mode, the system moves to a state
where the data passed as parameter will be pending and may be consumed in
a further action by object b. RPOO actions also include synchronous calls,
where messages are sent and consumed atomically.
A set of interconnected objects and its pending messages form a structure
of an Object System. Besides this structure, an Object System also knows
what we call imminent actions, that is, actions that may be executed in the
current structure. Brieﬂy, an RPOO Simulator keeps track of an Object Sys-
tem, executing actions and deciding which action will be executed, in case of
concurrency.
Figure 1 illustrates a conﬁguration for an object system with two objects.
The Petri net details that describe the behavior of each object are abstracted.
Only the communicating transitions (graphically represented by rectangles)
together with their corresponding inscriptions are shown. For visualization
purpose, the thicker transition means that it can ﬁre and its RPOO inscrip-
tion (object2.set(data)) will be executed. This inscription denotes an asyn-
chronous method call.
behaviour
of object2
description
Petri net
object2
object1?set(data);
transition2
behaviour
of object1
description
Petri net
object2.set(data);
object1
transition1
object1 has a reference to object2
Fig. 1. ’object1’ is ready to send a message to ’object2’
After the execution of the asynchronous call, the new resulting conﬁgu-
ration is illustrated in Figure 2. It shows a pending message (data) from
object1 to object2. It also shows that transition2 in object2 is enabled
and may execute an input action, that will consume the pending message
(data). This kind of action is denoted by the ? symbol. The inscription ob-
ject1?set(data) means that, in order to ﬁre this transition, object1 must
have called the object2.set(data) method in an earlier action (note that the
concerned transition must also be enabled).
Figure 3 shows the state of the system after the execution of the input
action of Figure 2. Note that there is no longer pending message and there
are no transitions enabled.
Diﬀerently from RPOO, RPOOt models have a global clock (the model
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behaviour
of object2
description
Petri net
transition2
object2.set(data);
transition1
object2
object1?set(data);behaviour
of object1
description
Petri net
object1
data
object1 has a reference to object2
Fig. 2. A pending message from ’object1’ to ’object2’
behaviour
of object2
description
Petri net
object2
object1?set(data);behaviour
of object1
description
Petri net
object2.set(data);
object1
transition1
object1 has a reference to object2
transition2
Fig. 3. Message consumed by ’object2’
time) and the messages may be timestamped. When an asynchronous method
call is executed, the resulting pending message may have a timestamp that
indicates the least model time at which the message can be consumed by an
appropriate input action. Ready messages are those which have timestamps
less than or equal to the model time. Only ready messages can be consumed
by input actions. When no more actions can be executed at the current time,
the model time must be set to the least value at which an action can be
performed. Thus, a message having a timestamp t units greater than the
model time takes, at least, t time units to be consumed. It means that the
concerned action takes at least t time units to be executed.
Figure 4 gives an informal view of a timed conﬁguration for an object
system with two objects. The current model time is 10. Again, the Petri
nets that describe the objects behavior are abstracted. The thicker rectangle
means that the abstracted Petri net gives the represented transition conditions
to execute its RPOOt inscription (object2.set(data)@+5). The semantic
of @+5 is that the data sent to object2 will have a timestamp 5 units of
time greater than the current model time (10). This inscription denotes a
timed asynchronous call of method.
Model time:10
behaviour
of object2
description
Petri net
object2
object1?set(data);
transition2
behaviour
of object1
description
Petri net
object2.set(data);@+5
object1
transition1
object1 has a reference to object2
Fig. 4. ’object1’ is ready to send a timed message to ’object2’
After the execution of the object2.set(data);@+5 action by object1,
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the resulting conﬁguration is illustrated in Figure 5. It shows a pending times-
tamped message (data@15) from object1 to object2. It also shows that
transition2 in object2 is not enabled since the timestamp of its input mes-
sage (15) consists of a value greater than the current model time (10).
Model time:10 data @15
object1 has a reference to object2
behaviour
of object2
description
Petri net
object2
object1?set(data);
transition2
behaviour
of object1
description
Petri net
object1
transition1
object2.set(data);@+5
Fig. 5. A pending timestamped message from ’object1’ to ’object2’
Since there is no more imminent actions, the object system model time
is set to the least value in which an action is imminent. This operation will
result in the conﬁguration shown in Figure 6. Then, with model time 15, the
message having data as contents is ready to be consumed by the input action
object1?set(data) in transition2 (from object2). The eﬀects of consuming
the message in this conﬁguration are similar to those shown in Figure 3 (except
that now the resulting conﬁguration still have a model time).
data @15
transition2
Model time:15
behaviour
of object2
description
Petri net
object2
object1?set(data);behaviour
of object1
description
Petri net
object2.set(data);@+5
object1
transition1
object1 has a reference to object2
Fig. 6. A ready message from ’object1’ to ’object2’
3 Modeling Timed Protocols with RPOOt
In previous sections, it was shown an overview of how RPOO and RPOOt
models operate, focusing on conﬁgurations of object systems that concern
internal aspects of an RPOO Simulator. In this section, it is presented the
developer view of RPOOt. A simple stop-and-wait protocol over an unreliable
network is used as a case study. Since the main objective is to use TCP-nets to
describe the objects behavior, the Petri net models that represent the objects
internal behavior in this case study are strongly inﬂuenced by the models
described by Jensen [10].
The protocol must guarantee that packets transmitted from a server to
a client arrive in the correct sequence. A sequence number scheme is used
together with a positive acknowledgment strategy. To accomplish this, the
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client must send an acknowledgment to the server each time a data packet
arrives. When an ack message arrives at the server, it sends the next packet
of the pre-deﬁned sequence and so on. Since the network may loose packets,
the server must resend copies of the same packet every time a delay has elapsed
without receiving a corresponding ack message.
The protocol does not consider the way the server breaks the original
message in several sequenced packets neither the way both client and server
agreed about the sequence number of the ﬁrst packet to be sent. The protocol
concentrates on sequencing. Informally speaking, the protocol must respect
the following properties:
• Any packet having a sequence number n is always received at the client side
before the packet with sequence number n + 1.
• Possibly, all the packets from the original sequence will arrive at the client
side.
Since transmition over the network is not reliable, it is not possible to
guarantee that all of packets will arrive at the destination side. That is the
reason why a timed model along with formal reachability veriﬁcation is usefull.
By checking the model it is possible to assure that all the packets will possibly
arrive at the destination and that the sequencing is preserved regardless the
number of correctly transmitted packets. Through performance evaluation,
developers can see wether the conditions in which the system operates are
acceptable, avoiding the necessity to model time mechanisms explicitly.
3.1 The RPOOt Model
An overall picture of the model is represented by the class diagram in Figure 7.
A Network object may be connected to several Nodes, which can be either a
Server or a Client object. Each node, in turn, has a reference to a Network
object, so it can communicate with other Nodes.
+ transmitPkt()
Network
− network
Node
+ receivePkt()
− nodes
ClientServer
1 0 .. *
Fig. 7. Class Diagram for the Stop-and-wait Protocol
The sequence diagram of Figure 8 shows an ideal scenario for the proto-
col, without packet loss. It considers the object server communicating with
the object client through the object network. Essentially, the server ad-
dresses a data packet to the client and invokes network.transmitPkt()
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passing the concerned data packet as a parameter. The network then in-
voke client.receivePkt(), delivering the packet to its destination (again, the
packet is passed as a parameter to the considered method). A similar proce-
dure occurs in order for the client to send an acknowledgment message to the
server.
Fig. 8. Sequence Diagram for the Stop-and-wait Protocol
In what follows, some nets of the stop-and-wait RPOOt model are shown
together with a brief description of their behavior. Note that it is not possible
to identify in the RPOOt classes the conﬁguration of the object system and
the model time: it is up to the simulator to keep track of object links, bind
variables and perform the actions inscribed in the nets.
In the Server model (Figure 9), there are two transitions and three places.
It consists of a TCP-net with RPOOt inscriptions, modeling timed activities
internal to Server objects as well as time consuming interactions between
Server objects and Network objects. The initial marking is depicted in the
ﬁgure by the inscription on the top of places. For instance, the initial marking
of place NextSend is deﬁned by inscription 1’(Client1,1)++1’(Client2,1).
So, there are two tokens in placeNextSend: one token of value 1’(Client1,1)
and one token of value 1’(Client2,1) (the operator ++ represents multi-set
addiction, as used in CP-net models). This initial marking indicates that the
next packets to be sent to both clients have sequence number equals to 1. The
DataToSend place initially holds all the packets that a Server object must
send and the NextSend place controls the number of the next packet to be
sent (for each destination client). A PACKET token has references to the
sender and destination (dest) objects and a content, which can be, in this
implementation, a data (Data) or an acknowledgment (Ack) message.
When the SendPacket transition ﬁres, it takes a token from the Data-
ToSend place. This token is used as parameter to the RPOOt message
network.transmitPkt(sender, dest, Data(n,d));@+Tsp. The @+Tsp
means that the packet is sent to the network with a delay of Tsp time units.
The transition also returns the packet to its incoming place, DataToSend.
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Fig. 9. The Server Model
But the returned token has a timestamp Twait units greater than the cur-
rent model time, as indicated by the TCP-net arc expression (sender, dest,
Data(n,d))@+Twait. In practice, it means that the same packet is not re-
sent before Twait time units (this is the time the server is conﬁgured to wait
for an ack message from the client). The NetworkIfAvailable place holds
a single token. This token is just a timed ﬂag, which indicates whether the
network interface is available for any operation.
The TCP-net inscription @+Tsp next to the SendPacket transition in-
dicates that the ﬂag token returns to its incoming place with a timestamp Tsp
units of time greater than the model time, so the server is not able to perform
any network operation (SendPacket,ReceiveAck) for Tsp time units.
It is important to observe that time was modeled at both the OO level
(sending packets to the network) and the internal level (waiting to resend).
It is also remarkable that diﬀerent messages, possibly attached to the same
transition, may have diﬀerent time delays and these time delays may be the
result of any valid expression. This allows the modeling of activities with
delays that follow statistical distributions like Exponential, Normal, Poisson,
etc.
Let us consider the ReceiveAck transition labeled with the RPOO input
inscription network?receiveAck(dest,this,Ack(n)). The this in the in-
scription means that a Server object only takes messages whose destination is
itself. The transition receives the ack message and updates the token coming
from NextSend place so, the SendPacket transition will be able to send the
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next packet (the packet number n) in the sequence (for the client that sent
the ack message). Also, the timestamp of the ﬂag token from the Network-
IfAvailable place is set to model time+Tra, indicating that this operation
uses the server network interface for Tra time units.
The Client net shown in Figure 10 is modeled by two places and one single
transition.
Fig. 10. The Client Model
The Received place holds the packets delivered by the Network object
(originally sent by a Server object). The NextRec place controls the se-
quence number of the packet that the client is waiting. The ReceivePacket
transition receives a data packet from a object identiﬁed by network and
sends an ack message (addressed to the sender of the data message) through
the same network object, with a delay of Trp time units (see RPOOt in-
scription next to the transition). If the sequence number of the arriving packet
(n) is equal to the expected one (k), an ack numbered with n+1 is sent. So,
the server can start to send the next packet on its sequence. Otherwise, an
ack numbered with k is sent: this may happen because the object network
eventually drops ack packets, causing the server to resend a data packet that
arrived correctly at the client side.
The simplest model in this study is the Network one, shown in Figure 11.
This class performs the task of dropping some packets or transmitting them
with a random time delay. A Network object may also reorder packets that
arrived at the same time. The function Ok() is used to promote packet loss.
It randomly returns true or false.
The binding for sender, dest and content depends on the current con-
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TransmitPacket
sender?transmitPkt(sender,dest,content);
if Ok() then dest.receivePkt(sender,dest,content)@+ran’Trans(); 
Fig. 11. The Network Model
ﬁguration of the RPOOt object system. In practice, sender and dest can
be bound to either the server or one of the clients. These objects are in the
structure of the initial conﬁguration of the object system. Conﬁgurations are
depicted as directed graphs, where circles are objects, arcs represent object
links and pending messages are drawn as rectangles. Figure 12 shows a possi-
ble initial conﬁguration graph, where there are no pending messages and links
from an object network to objects server, client1 and client2.
client1
client2
networkserver
Fig. 12. A RPOO Conﬁguration Graph
Note that the model of Network (Figure 11) can be easily reused to transmit
packets to any other objects that implement the following interface: void re-
ceivePkt(pkt:PACKET). If the language used to describe the datatype PACKET
oﬀers some degree of polymorphism, the net can be used in diﬀerent models,
for transmitting (and eventually dropping) a variety of concrete types of pack-
ets. Since the RPOOt models were implemented using the Design/CPN tool,
the packets that may be sent, dropped and/or reordered by a Network object
are restricted to the ones deﬁned in the color set of the equivalent CPN model.
4 Validation and Timing Analysis
4.1 Validation
Both logical and timing analysis were conducted. The main objective of the
protocol logical analysis was to remark that RPOOt models can be veriﬁed
as RPOO models, since it is not necessary time information to check proto-
col logics. For instance, the correctness properties deﬁned in Section 3 do
not concern explicit, quantitative time constraints. These properties were
translated into ML functions and formally veriﬁed using the Veritas RPOO
model checker [14] — a tool that veriﬁes properties over RPOO state spaces,
providing proper counter examples whenever is the case.
Recall the main correctness property enumerated in Section 3:
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• Any packet having a sequence number n always (universally) arrives at
the client side before the packet with sequence number n + 1.
Since the Veritas checker implements property speciﬁcation design pat-
terns [7], it is not mandatory to know a lot about CTL (logic commonly used
to express desirable properties of systems) to verify the models. For example:
from the property listed above, it is necessary an atomic proposition (packet
number n arrives) to universally occur before another one (packet number n+1
arrives). ML functions are written for each atomic proposition and is asked
the checker to apply the property pattern universally-before. The functions for
the atomic propositions take an RPOO occurrence graph node as parameter
and return true or false. The checker also gives a truth-value after it evaluates
the whole property. The protocol property previously deﬁned went true.
It is also possible to deﬁne explicitly timed properties by means of CCTL
formulas to be veriﬁed over RPOOt timed state spaces (CCTL is a clocked
extension to CTL for time constrained property speciﬁcation).
4.2 Timing Analysis
Roughly speaking, performance analysis of models can fall into one of two
techniques: i) simulation models, where the measures concern a particular
simulation, during which some data is collected and processed (or stored for
further processing); ii) analytical models, which provide exact measures con-
cerning not only a speciﬁc simulation but general execution scenarios.
There is a trade-oﬀ between these two perspectives. The latter seems to be
more interesting at ﬁrst sight. However, its application often requires the use
of restricted mathematical models (like Markovian chains). As a consequence,
the model may become a less realistic one because it is necessary to make
simpliﬁcations and abstract away some characteristics of the modeled system
in order to ﬁt in some particular mathematical constraint. For these reasons,
it becomes diﬃcult to apply analytical models to complex real world systems.
Simulation models, in turn, are more ﬂexible in that they do not need to make
restrictive assumptions about the modeled system, but they may be time con-
suming to simulate and it may be diﬃcult to achieve accurate results [19].
RPOOt models are not analytical models. As stated previously, it is possi-
ble to analyze general executing scenarios by checking CCTL properties over
timed state spaces, but the results are not as exact as those from analytical
models.
Let us now consider timing analysis of RPOOt by means of simulation. The
selected scenario to be simulated considers a server sending packets to several
clients through the network. For each client, 500 packets were addressed.
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The intention of this case study is not testing this protocol to use it in some
real application. The simulation was performed in order to show that we
can evaluate the performance of systems with models that implement the
deﬁnitions of RPOOt. So, the time units in Figure 13 are just used as an
example: they do not verify any particular situation.
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Packets Transmitted and dropped by the network
Correctly transmitted
Dropped by the network
Fig. 13. Packets correctly transmitted and packets dropped
The data for the graphics was collected by means of simulations using
Design/CPN and its performance libraries. This was done since there is no tool
support for RPOO timed models direct simulation yet. The RPOOt models
were translated into CPN-equivalent models. There is an algorithm [8] for
the translation (from RPOO to CPN). The adaptation to RPOOt and future
simulation/timing analysis was possible because RPOOt timing strategy can
be easily integrated with the TCP-net models implemented by Design/CPN.
Fortunately, TCP-nets were used to describe most of the classes. Also, all the
clocks were synchronized: those from each class and the one from the object
system were in fact the same clock.
The graphic in Figure 13 shows some performance measures for the proto-
col. One curve shows the number of packets that were correctly transmitted
through the network, by time units. The other shows the number of dropped
packets, also by time units.
Until time 200, the number of transmitted and dropped packets are almost
the same, so the network correctly transmitted nearly 50 percent of the incom-
ing packets. Some time units after that, the number of correctly transmitted
packets starts to grow faster than the number of dropped ones, so the net-
work performance increases. The network performance is shown in Figure 14.
Nearly 70 percent of the incoming packets were correctly transmitted at time
1500. Figure 15 shows the network performance for the rest of the simulation.
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Fig. 14. Network performance
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Now, diﬀerent scenarios were considered, by changing the number of clients,
in order to see how this aﬀects the performance of the system. Considering
scenarios going from 1 to 5 clients, it was observed the number of outgoing
packets by time units for a ﬁxed client (which we called client 1 ), in order
to verify the eﬀects of the addition of extra hosts in the data ﬂow to the
ﬁxed client. The number of outgoing packets was slightly diﬀerent, indicating
that the system performs well with 5 clients in parallel. The results of these
simulations are resumed in Figure 16.
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5 The RPOO modeling language
An RPOO model consists of a set of classes and their corresponding Petri nets.
Classes are described and can be related to each other in the conventional
way—in fact, one may think of them as UML classes. The Petri nets describe
the behavior of objects. Thus, a class and its corresponding net provide a
formal model for a set of objects. In most OO languages, from a pragmatic
point of view, an object represents a relevant entity from the world under
study. In RPOO, as in other concurrent OO modeling languages, an object
is an abstraction of one or more real entities. Therefore, a single object may
represent a complete subsystem or component. This is the main reason for
which objects are inherently concurrent—each object may encapsulate many
threads of execution. Hence, RPOO provides for both intra- and inter-object
concurrency.
The principle of encapsulation is strictly adhered to RPOO. Any interac-
tion between objects must satisfy a declared interface. This means no direct
relationship is allowed between any two nets of the model 5 . Interaction speci-
ﬁcation is addressed by means of an inscription language that allows to express
inter-dependencies between objects actions. Action inscriptions are written in
a syntax similar to other object-oriented ones. Possible actions allow objects
to: send and receive messages, both in synchronous and asynchronous modes;
instantiate and delete objects; and to create and eliminate links. From a for-
5 In other approaches to object-oriented Petri nets, structural connection between class
nets is used as a means to obtain larger models from smaller ones. However, this structural
approach to composition breaks the encapsulation law and turns compositional formal anal-
ysis really hard to achieve, because the number of possible connections grows exponentially
with the size of the net [8]
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mal perspective, inscriptions allow the modeler to specify a partial relation
over the possible behavior of the objects in a system.
5.1 RPOO Semantics
As with other OO languages, classes and relationships work as templates for
instances of the model. An instance of an RPOO model is called a con-
ﬁguration and consists of a collection of linked objects—usually depicted as
directed graphs. Intuitively, a conﬁguration represents a given state of the
modeled system. Formally, a conﬁguration has four elements:
(i) a structure, consisting of objects, links and pending messages in the sys-
tem in the given state;
(ii) a type relation that attributes a class to each object in the structure;
(iii) the internal states function that attributes a possible internal state to
each object in the conﬁguration;
(iv) and the model itself, consisting of the classes, their relationships and the
nets;
For simplicity, we write only the structure, as in general the other parts can
be easily determined from the context. In particular, it is important to note
that, as nets are used to specify the behavior of objects, reachable markings
of the nets can be used as internal states. The internal states function maps
objects to markings of the correct type nets, as allowed by the type relation.
Structures can be expressed in an algebraic notation. The following gram-
mar deﬁnes its abstract syntax:
E ::= 0 | x[x y . . . z] | E + mxy | E + E
The ﬁrst rule deﬁnes the empty structure, denoted by 0. It represents
a conﬁguration with no object and no pending messages. The second one
deﬁnes the syntax for objects and their links. Observe that each object x
in the system is represented as a x[x . . .] term in the structure. Within the
square brackets, all object references stored in x are enumerated (in no special
order). Observe that every object has a link to itself. However, for simplicity,
self-links in expressions are omitted, thus x[x y] is congruent to x[y]. We also
deﬁne x[x] as congruent to x, meaning that one can write x for objects that
have no links to other objects. The third rule deﬁnes the syntax for messages.
A message mxy has m as message contents and x and y as the sender and
recipient objects, respectively. The fourth rule deﬁnes structure composition.
The mentioned congruency relation is deﬁned as the smallest relation for which
the + operator (deﬁned over structures) is a commutative monoid with 0 as
the neutral element.
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An eﬀect relation is deﬁned over structures to cope with the eﬀect of ob-
ject actions. We write (E, a) → E ′ to express that the occurrence of action
a transforms the structure E into structure E ′. Six rules deﬁne the → rela-
tion, corresponding to the six possible actions. The axioms for asynchronous
message sending and receiving are the following:
(E + x[y], x:y.m)→ E + x[y] + mxy(1)
(E + y + mxy , y:x?m) → E + y,(2)
where E is any structure, x:y.m denotes an action performed by object x
that consists of sending an asynchronous message m to object y; and y:x?m
denotes an action performed by object y that consists of receiving message
m sent by x. Other rules cope with the remaining possible actions and their
composition.
A complete operational semantics can be obtained for RPOO by synchro-
nizing object behavior (nets) and structure eﬀects. Formally, we deﬁne a
direct reachability relation over possible conﬁgurations, denoted by , and
write C e C
′ to denote that conﬁguration C ′ is directly reachable from con-
ﬁguration C if event e occurs—we usually omit e and write only C  C ′. A
single rule deﬁnes the relation:
(E, e)→ E′ σ[T 〉σ′
(E, σ) e (E ′, σ′)
, where, e = [[I(T )]].(3)
Above, E is a structure, σ is the internal state function, T is a set of
transitions of class nets, and I(T ) is the set of action inscriptions of transitions
in T . Thus, [[I(T )]] is the interpretation of the inscriptions as actions in the
form used in the axioms above. The notation σ[T 〉σ′ is a set extension for the
classic notation for Petri nets events. It is a compact way to express that σ′ is
the set of internal states (markings) reached from σ if all transitions in T are
ﬁred. Recall that class nets are not structurally connected, thus all transitions
are inherently concurrent.
The rule above states that a system in conﬁguration (E, σ) can reach
(E ′, σ′) by means of an event e if it consists of the actions speciﬁed by the
interaction inscriptions of some set of transitions T . For notation convenience,
we also deﬁne a generalized reachability relation ∗ as the reﬂexive and tran-
sitive closure of . As mentioned before, we usually omit internal states and
refer to structures as conﬁgurations. Thus, we write E e E
′ and assume σ
and σ′ as appropriate.
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6 A Timed Extension for RPOO Modeling Language
In the previous section, an overview of the RPOO formalism was presented.
Here, the fundamental concepts and deﬁnitions of its timed extension, named
RPOOt, are presented.
The deﬁnitions start by extending the formalism so that pending messages
in RPOO structures are deﬁned as timed multi-sets (in RPOO, they are con-
ventional multi-sets). Next, rules for conﬁguration evolution are adapted so
that time parameters are properly considered.
Here is the deﬁnition for timed multi-sets:
Deﬁnition 6.1 A timed multi-set tm, over a non-empty set S, is a function
tm : S ×R → N such that the sum:
tm(s) =
∑
r∈R
tm(s, r)
is ﬁnite for all s ∈ S. The non-negative integer tm(s) is the number of
appearances of the element s in the timed multi-set tm. The list:
tm[s] = [r1, r2, rtm(s)] is deﬁned to contain the time values r ∈ R for which
tm(s, r) = 0.
We usually represent the timed multi-set tm by a formal sum:∑
s∈S
tm(s)‘s@tm[s]
In Section 5, it was presented how the structure of an object system in
RPOO can be expressed as a formal sum. In what follows, the deﬁnition of
structures is presented in details. Consider O a (potentially inﬁnite) set of all
objects and D a domain of data.
Deﬁnition 6.2 A structure of an object system is a tuple 〈O,L,M〉, where:
O ⊆ O is the set of live objects of the system;
L is a set of object links 〈a1, a2〉 ∈ O ×O;
M is a timed multi-set over O ×D ×O, the pending messages;
Timed conﬁgurations are deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 6.3 The tuple 〈E, σ,→, R, r〉 is a timed conﬁguration of an object
system, where:
E is a structure (6.2) allowing the messages to be timed multi-sets over
their domain rather than ordinary multi-sets;
σ is a function that maps each living object to its internal state;
→ is a relation that represents the behavior of these objects;
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R is a set of time values, a discrete subset of the reals closed under sum
(+);
r ∈ R is the model time or conﬁguration clock.
6.1 Eﬀects of actions over a conﬁguration
It is not part of this proposition the modeling of timed synchronous messages.
This is due to the fact that the semantics of this kind of message does not in-
volve the creation of new messages in the timed structure of the object system.
This way, deﬁning timed synchronous messages may imply in considering the
internal state of the objects, and this can be done by choosing a timed Petri
net model to describe the classes.
Moreover, timing asynchronous messages may be seen as a way of synchro-
nizing the sending and receiving of messages, since the global conﬁguration
clock will not advance until all the messages that can be consumed at the
current time are in fact consumed.
Here, the axioms for asynchronous sending and receiving of messages (see
Section 5) are extended to cope with time.
(E + x[y], A + x:y.m@t, r)→ (E + x[y] + mxy@t , A, r)(4)
(E + y + mxy@t, A + y:x?m@t, r) → (E + y, A, r) ⇔ t ≤ r(5)
(E,A, r)→ (E,A, r′) ⇔(6)
mxy@t ∈ E, y:x?m@t ∈ A. t ≤ r and
r′ > r and
∀mxy@t ∈ E, y:x?m@t ∈ A. r
′ ≤ t
For simplicity, we omitted R and the σ function from the above conﬁgu-
rations.
Assuming m as a timed message (resulting from the evaluation of some
term), Axiom 4 assures that the messages mxy created in the structure by
sending a message m must preserve the timestamp of m. Axiom 5 refers to
the fact that only ready messages may actually be consumed. Ready messages
are those which have timestamps (t) less than or equal to the conﬁguration
time r. Axiom 6 deﬁnes how the clock advances. It advances to the least
value of time where a pending message can be consumed, provided that no
pending messages can be consumed at the current clock value (r).
This way, sending a message with a timestamp n time units greater than
the current conﬁguration clock means that the message may take n time units
to be sent. This happens because the message will be able to be actually
delivered only after the clock equals its timestamp. However, if after n time
units the internal state of the receiver object does not oﬀer conditions for the
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message to be delivered, it may be pending for more the n time units (and it
may never be delivered in some cases).
Afterall, an action of the type “x : y.m@t” means that the message will
take at least t time units to be delivered. Note that the deﬁnitions of RPOOt
are independent of the subjascent Petri Net model adopted. They are at
an OO level. Considering these timed conﬁgurations and the eﬀects of →
over them, described by the axioms above, the deﬁnition of direct reachability
relation remains the same that was described at the end of Section 5.
7 Conclusions
We presented the main characteristics of a deﬁnition for a formal timed OO
Petri net based model, named RPOOt. The formalism was applied to the
modeling of a simple network protocol, which was simulated and formally
validated. Furthermore, some performance measures were taken as result from
the simulation process.
The simplicity of the models showed that the formalism was suitable for
the modeling of the time constrained stop-and-wait protocol. Though RPOOt
concerns a number of formal expressions, the notation is relatively simple
to the user. In particular, it can be specially suitable for the validation of
complex systems because models are executable. Of course, this demands the
development of tools that support the modeling, the simulation of models and
the analysis of RPOOt models.
Our proposition diﬀers from other timed OO models in diﬀerent ways.
RPOOt is formally deﬁned and supports model checking, diﬀerently from the
models presented by Selic[16] and Kruger [11]. It allows temporization inside
objects and also at OO level, unlike the models from Bichler[2] and Shu[17].
We can also model time delays in a variety of statistical distributions (Normal,
Exponential, Poisson, etc), which is not the case in all of these models.
RPOOt is independent of the Petri net model adopted to describe the
classes. There is no restriction to the use of untimed nets to describe them.
A closer look at the Network Petri net in Section 3 allows to see that it is not
a TCP-net model, since it has no timed internal types (it has no places, in
fact). This is a concrete example of a working model integrating a non-timed
net/class with timed ones (Server and Client nets) via RPOOt formalism.
With our timed extension, RPOO language is provided with internal means
for expressing time. Thus, time constrained functionalities can now be ad-
dressed and performance analysis by means of simulation can be achieved.
However, the lack of proper tools to directly deal with RPOO/RPOOt models
makes it harder to apply the formalism to more complex protocols like Mo-
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bile IP. This way, experiments with more realistic protocols stand as future
work. Currently, there are several developments on progress concerning tools
to support RPOOt modeling, simulation and analysis.
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